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Editorial
Well Nationals time is upon us again, visit our website www.nzmpba.co.nz for Entry and Info as
well as the further notices below for the AGM and inviting Remits and entry form etc on last pages.
Entries close 9th March, time is running out.
The word professional keeps cropping up when folk are trying to criticise the action or lack of it of
others.
Dictionary definitions
Amateur – .......engaged in sport for the love of it, and not for money
Professional - .........engaged in any game or sport for money
Going by the above definitions we do not have professionals in model boating our constitution
prohibits it.
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So when we hear people saying such stuff as ‘we need to have a more professional approach to
running regattas’ or that was ‘very unprofessional behaviour’ what do they really mean when no
one is actually getting paid, we are after all just enthusiastic amateurs.
In my book the test for a professional approach is, ....at the end of the day do you need to make
excuses for outcomes you are responsible for, be they good or bad.
Needs to make excuses = Amateur
No excuses required = Professional.
Likewise the word ‘fun’ ‘fun’ ‘fun’ keeps cropping up, there is ‘no fun’ if you are frustrated by having
to listen to excuses.
Just my two cents worth and I have probably overstepped my brief as editor, sorry if I have
offended anyone, oops that was an excuse!!!!!!!!!!

2012 NZMPBA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
The above meeting of the New Zealand Model Powerboat Association is formally announced to be
held as follows:
WHEN: Friday 6th April 2012, 6.30pm sharp.
WHERE: The Model Railways and Engineers clubrooms in Memorial Park
Cnr Devonport Rd & 11th Ave. Tauranga. Entrance off 11th Ave by QE2 Memorial Hall.
AGENDA:
Roll Call
Apologies
Validate & Record Proxy Votes
Read Previous AGM minutes
Matters Arising from previous minutes
Financial Report
Presidents Report
Election of Officers
Set Subscriptions
General Business
Close Meeting
Please visit www.nzmpba.co.nz to view the constitution regarding voting and Proxy voting etc.
Remits are now called for and must be presented in writing and received by the NZMPBA
Secretary no later than Friday 16th March 2012.
NZMPBA Secretary
Grahame Haines PO Box 764 Blenheim 7240
Ph 027 226 2922 E-mail wobblz@xtra.co.nz
All legitimate Remits will be distributed to the membership by 25th March 2012.
This is YOUR opportunity to have a say and take part in forming the direction and objectives for
the NZMPBA for the following 12 months.
This is YOUR opportunity to make yourself available for Election to the Committee, and /or
nominate and vote for those you want to see take the NZMPBA forward.
Regards,
Wayne Mowbray
Acting President
NZMPBA.
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Presidents Report February 2012
Hi folks,
At the time of writing, the events calendar for 2011 / 2012 has been completed (see below), and
we are now counting down to the Nationals at Tauranga over Easter 2012. This is shaping up to
be a great weekend with the B.O.P. Club putting in a huge effort to create a memorable event. A
lot of work has been done on improving IRMS, and this will be a real asset in running events. It
would be a good idea if members became involved in using the system, and become familiar on
how it all works. Just a reminder that IRMS is available for clubs running events.
The new Webpage is now up and running. This is a work in progress and has been designed so
that it can be continually updated and kept ‘fresh’. We encourage the use of the forum. This is
going to be moderated to prevent use of the forum as a vehicle to vent personal grievances or
conduct vendettas . This keeps it a pleasant site to visit and use. We also encourage the postings
of club news, projects or builds underway, etc etc.
There will be Committee page put onto the forum where the minutes of the committee meetings
can be read. It is the intention of the committee to have transparency, and be accountable for
what we do. Many thanks to those who did all the hard work in getting the site up and running. It
was a big task and it is a job well done.
You will note that the logo has been updated. Colour has been added and the design modernised.
It is able to be digitally transferred so can be used for all manner of things a lot more simply than
what we had in the past.
Peter Collier is still involved in putting out our magazine, ‘Propshaft’ which is available to read on
the website. He will appreciate reports on events, or articles you may wish to contribute for the
information of other members.
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Model Power boating is going through a rapid transformation, what with the increase in products
now available, and the technology which is now going into boat design, engines, and radio gear,
it is an exciting time to be involved in the hobby/sport. The Association because of this has to also
move with the times, not necessarily to anticipate trends but certainly to keep up with what is
happening out there, what the members want, and to be able to cater for the changing needs.
One big change happening at present is the modifications of motors. Just a reminder to people
out there that when modifying engines, keep in mind the classes you will be competing in. This
particularly applies to the petrol classes when using oversized barrels, pistons, and ‘stroker’
cranks. Also, T2’s can use modified engines, but T1’s definitely have to be stock.
The Rules and Constitution can be viewed or downloaded from the website. The Committee has
undertaken to ensure that competitors keep within the rules, and scrutineering will be undertaken
at the Nationals.
If/when considering updating, modifying or building boats, do keep in mind that we have some very
clever guys on the local scene in New Zealand. I’m sure they would appreciate your support when
considering a purchase of new equipment, hulls or engines. It is very easy these days to buy in
from overseas, but do keep in mind that if we don’t look after our local suppliers, one day when
we want something urgently, they mightn’t be there.
One very strong aspect of our Association is that the members are always prepared to help one
another, and that is something we need to nurture, particularly at club level. This will be what
keeps the hobby going, and we always need new members to keep coming in. Sometimes that
camaraderie doesn’t extend out onto the water. With boats getting faster, and competing in a
racing environment, it’s only natural for some aggression to surface and the ‘will to win’ take over,
but that’s fine, it is racing after all. Accidents will happen, but please don’t let feelings get out of
hand. What happens on the water, stays on the water. The Racing Guidlines can be viewed on the
website. If competing, make yourselves familiar with these.
The Association membership is growing, and clubs around the country are going well. Keep up
the good work, and promote what we do at any opportunity.
See you at the Nationals, and don’t forget the AGM. Come along and have your say.
Enjoy your racing,
Regards,
Wayne Mowbray
Acting President

Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club. Pre-Nationals update
The clubs NZMPBA Nats venue preparation plans were going well up to Xmas/New year,
unfortunately someone forgot to tell Mother nature that it was supposed to be Summer! Over that
period, along with other parts of the country, we were hammered with massive rain dumps.
In simple terms the lake over filled well beyond anything we had ever anticipated, in fact the water
level was some 2.5 m higher than normal, putting water across the top of our new drivers stand.
When the water finally receded, it left a hell mess behind, all our markers were wiped out, a
number of our survey course pegs were gone and the drivers stand pavers had subsided in
several places, just to mention a few issues.
Since then we started to experience un-desirables visiting the site, ripping it up in cars, leaving
piles of rubbish etc, so we erected posts and a chain to limit access, well the next thing we found
was the post cut off to release the chain barrier and our drivers stand vandalised, parts of the
woodwork cut out and various other fittings removed.
Since all that, I am proud to say there has been a number of the local membership who dug in and
helped put things right, to the point of personal detriment of missing events and valuable time
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preparing their own gear ready for the nats. The course has been reset with all brand new
markers, the startline and pitlane poles have been manufactured and installed.
With the help of TCC between now and the Nats, the divers stand will be fully repaired,
landscaping will be repaired, safety barriers will be installed, along with a lockable steel gate with
combination access ONLY for BOPMPBC members and TCC contractors. There will also be a raft
of other smaller projects completed in time for Easter.
As I say, we were not anticipating theses set backs, so am immensely proud of the guys here who
have stepped up to help get things sorted, and of course our sincere gratitude to the TCC for
backing the club.
We welcome out of town visitors attending our club days and practice days to further their own
Nats preparations and practice.
The BOP club are really looking forward to hosting the Nats, the vibe and energy locally is great,
and if the national grape vine is in tune, then we should have a big turn out of competitors,
including a trio of our Ozzy friends who are also coming over to give us the hurry up!

Look forwards to seeing you all here at Easter…
Regards and on behalf of the BOPMPBC,
Steve T.

Presidents Cup, Points Standings
Up to and including the South Island Handicap Series, Round 1,2012.
Peter Collier
Andrew Colquhoun
Matt Gay
Steve Trott
Bob Gutsell
Dale Hopkins
John Belworthy
Matt Bindon
Daniel Steenhart
Pieter Lokum
M. Lee
P. Stilwell
Graham De Pina
Ant Schroder
Nathan Bull
Dean Harris

320
310
300
290
240
200
160
130
120
100
100
100
70
60
60
60

Malcolm Jamieson
Ian Jacobs
Malcolm Miller
Tony Rutledge
M. Rockiff
Philip Fowler
Damian Baker
Matty Cook
Darrell Hansen
Brendon Kirk
Trevor Emerson
Merv. Sowden
Terry Riddiford
Nigel Wong
Wayne McNaught
Grahame Haines
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60
60
60
50
50
50
50
50
40
40
40
30
30
20
20
20

Jason Lester
Jayden Jamieson
Cameron Holdoway
Gavin Walker
Jeremy White
Mark Kemps
Morgan Plummer
Duncan Atkinson
Neil Plumpton
Leon Jacobs
Craig Mathews
Brian Anderson
Paul Bretherton
Ian Godfrey

20
20
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Presidents Cup is awarded for performance throughout the year.
The points accumulated above will be added to points gained at the Nationals to determine the
Presidents Cup winner for 2012.

Wellington Offshore
Reported By Peter Collier
Well the 26th Wellington Offshore was a raging success judging by the feedback from those
involved.
Early on in the preceding week the chances of running at the usual Seaview venue looked slim
given the forecast southerly winds and the reality that it would be exceedingly rough. The Hutt
River venue looked it would be the venue on the day and still rough but very boatable for the
regatta.
The pre-race dinner at Speights Ale House was an enjoyable occasion giving the visitors and
locals a chance to catch up in relaxed style before a busy days racing.
In order to improve on the 40% attrition rate we had last year drivers brief focused on advice to go
easy and preserve equipment early on and aim to be still running for the finals. Further guidance
on re-circling missed bouys and launching procedures was added in to counter the near misses
and ‘oh my god’ moments in previous regattas.
Conditions at the river started with light rolling waves as the incoming tide opposed the river flow.
The light southerly breeze was expected increase and provide a real challenge later on and on this
basis the 10 lap Cat Scrap was run first. Almost the usual story with high attrition, not sure why,
some of the Cats ran well later on in the main event but coughed early on in the Cat Scrap.
Anyway John Belworthy led at the start hotly pursued by Peter Collier and this continued for a few
laps when John went wide Peter’s ‘Black Panther’ pounced to the lead and that is the way they
finished.
With that out of the way the real racing got underway in three groups. First up was the B and C1
class boats, Birmy and Kerry running B’s and Steve and Jeremy with C1s the other C1s had
scratched. Kerry blew a shaft in his first lap and was lucky not to do the motor as well, his support
crew pitched in begged and stole bits and fashioned another flexi that saw him on the water for
heat 3 and then a strong run in the final, ‘never say die’. Birmy was running what would best be
described as a short wheelbase DV that he is rumoured to have built when he was age 15 and
0.40 cu in motors didn’t make a lot of power. Fun to watch and it made the water look rough. Steve
uncharacteristically had the odd handling and tuning issue but otherwise put in a strong run.
Group 2 was a mixture of C2s and Petrols (P2 and P3) with DVs and Cats. Leigh Marsden’s new
P2 shows promise and with further racing will be a force. The Masterton boys Terry and Trevor ran
very quick in clear water but with the deceptive roughness of the water saw too much rescue time.
Bob Gutsell was putting up good consistent scores with ‘Big Red’ but almost ruined his day when
he and Trevor decided to make a hard race of it in heat 3, and were in danger of knocking each
other out, pitman Steve advised Bob to back off and he did. But as sometimes happens you relax
a bit and lose your edge then make a boo-boo doing something as basic such as throttling back
while turning left resulting in a spin and stall, a big no-no for Big Red. Trevor also managed an off
at that point. Hark back to the briefing comment about ‘preserving your gear for the final.’ That
said they both recovered and continued racing. Brian Anderson was finding the conditions hard
with his CMB80 Cat but made up for it in the final when he must have figured out how to make it all
work, 36 of the hardest fought laps of the day to be sure and was rewarded with 3rd in C2 class for
that effort. Ian Godfrey similarly posted 36 laps but probably found it a little easier on his nerves.
Nigel struggled most of the day swapping between his Cat and DV to find a reliable boat, second
choice DV looked good till it broke a manifold so it was back to the Cat for the final. [Ed note, Bob
Group 3 was stacked to be the one to watch and Bob should have probably been in it too based
on ‘Big Reds’ current form. John Belworthy egged on by pitman brother Malcolm a hard charging
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boater of old himself immediately found a big hole going into turn 1 early on in the first heat that
kind of stuffed his chances. But he bounced back for heats 2 and 3 effortlessly posting the highest
heat score of 27 laps in heat 3 just to show what his new boat is capable of. Matt Gay was running
strong with his new P2 DV (C1days over?) but also dropped the ball in heat 3 scoring a low 8.
Defending Champion Darrell Hansen was running strong till he broke an exhaust manifold in heat
1.
Peter Collier had a perfect run in the three heats, well almost, in heat 3 he ran with a damaged
exhaust coupler only discovered during start time, a quickly applied temporary fix was never going
to deliver peak performance, only limit the damage. With a leaky exhaust performance was down
and experience dictated running at ¾ max throttle, this was to preserve the motor as lower
exhaust pressure to the tank meant a leaner mixture but was countered by the increased suction
of the only ¾ throttle. The whole objective was to preserve the glow plug from a lean run it wasn’t
going any faster on full throttle anyway and probably would have resulted in a stoppage, the focus
was on the long game i.e. final. As it turned out 23 laps were posted keeping up the average and
full performance was restored on repair for the final.
So the stage was set for the finals, three groups were re-arranged into two, six in each from the 17
that started the day, 30% attrition better than the 40% last year and lucky lucky the rough water
had not yet arrived. Group 1 was bumped into Group 2 and Bob and Trevor moved into Group 3
making six in each.
Kerry O’Reilly had the best run in the first final with the repaired flex drive and Brian had his best
run of the day. But the eventual winner was always going to come from the second final.
Peter topped the table with a clean run going into the final with 68 laps with Bob and Steve on 61
and 57 respectively. So Peter only needed to stay out of trouble and it was his, but oh how
fortunes change, not content to just run conservatively it was all on and a left correction to avoid a
dead boat resulted in a barrel roll. Dumb luck? Nah luck had nothing to do with it just goes to
show you can be having the perfect day and then just stuff it up with one bad move. That is racing
and we are all guilty of the same at some time or other, except perhaps for Tony Rutledge who
couldn’t be there this time, but he manages race strategy better than anyone.
Bob had managed his race better than the rest, so ran out a very deserved winner. He has since
commented on the Forum that his outdrive had almost fractured so he didn’t have many laps left.
Did the advice to go easy early on and preserve gear for the final make the difference?

Bob Gutsell
Peter Collier
Matt Gay
Steve Trott
John Belworthy
Birmy Korving
Terry Riddiford
Trevor Emerson
Kerry O'Reilly
Ian Godfrey
Brian Anderson
Nigel Wong
Darrell Hansen
Leigh Marsden
Fred Zinsli

NZMPBA
197
23
66
232
76
286
32
78
42
124
122
261
31
131
7

Class
P2
C2
P2
C1
C2
B
P2
P2
B
P2
C2
C2
P3
P2
P3

Hull
DV
DV
DV
DV
DV
DV
DV
Cat
DV
DV
Cat
DV
DV
DV
DV

Heat 1
22
22
23
13
5
8
15
9
0
2
1
0
17
7
4

Heat 2
23
23
23
23
23
18
18
16
0
17
10
12

Heat 3
16
23
8
21
27
19
5
8
3
16
2

4

Final
46
34
47
20
19
23
27
12
38
1
25
10

Total
107
102
101
77
74
68
65
45
41
36
36
24
17
11
4

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Cat Scrap 10 laps: 1st Peter Collier, 2nd John Belworthy, 3rd Wayne McNaught
A new award to encourage consistency and reliability was introduced this year, based on
Cricketing terms where to “Carry your Bat” means to bat the entire innings and not get out.
Translate to ‘boating’ meaning to boat all day (start and finish all heats and final), and not need the
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services of the rescue boat would be a winning performance, in the event of a tie the greater(est)
number of laps breaks the tie. If no one achieves that then laps are divided by number of rescues.

Going into the final Peter Collier was the only one not to have needed the rescue boat and looked
a winner till he too managed a flip/rescue. So in the end the top three finishers had one rescue
each and filled out the Bat Award in that order.
Bat Award 1st Bob Gutsell, 2nd Peter Collier, 3rd Matt Gay
The intention had been that someone with not exactly the fastest boat could run consistently all
day and be a dead cert for the Bat for their efforts, maybe next time.
Once the spray had settled pack up, tally results and prize giving were held and still the rough
water had not arrived.
One positive observation was the reluctance of folk to leave for home after prize giving, happy
smiling laughing faces relived the days racing for about another 15 minutes before for some the
long drive home.

Marlborough Model Powerboat Clubs Frostbite Scale regatta
and Picton Offshore
We call it the Frostbite regatta for a very good reason and this year was no exception with a -1oC
frost on the Saturday morning and a -3 on Sunday. Add to that the breeze that blows down the
diversion first thing in the morning and you can add a couple more degrees to that!
7 competitors raced Saturday and 6 on Sunday. Ages ranged from 11 to 55+ and made for a
cruzie weekends boating and even the man above obliged with glassy flat water in the mornings
for the hydros and sea breezy rough in the afternoons for the deep vee racing Duncan Atkinson
made it over from Nelson for Saturdays racing but had to go back home to meet his wife who was
returning from a trip to USA.
As the water was flat we ran a few scale hydro races with My Lite All star against Matt Gays My
gypsy and Duncan’s hydro. Unfortunately Matt and Duncan had engine woes and could not
complete a race.
We elected to run the riggers. Ant Schroder was back with his 1cube hydro and matt ran his JAE
21 . they had some good racing till the water started to change so out came the vees ready for the
first heat of the Picton offshore.
The sea breeze did its job roughing up the water to make the racing interesting.
7 starters all in 1 race. Most impressive was 11 year old Jayden Jamieson with his brand new
petrol deep vee that hit the water for the first time that morning. With 1 stoppage managed 30 laps
only beaten by his uncle Gavin on 33. Creamed his dad who only got 17 laps!

Jaydens new boat.
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Duncan filled 3rd spot on 24 and Ant Schroder with the only offshore cat entered got 4th 1 lap back.
He also had a stoppage.

We had scheduled only 1 heat for Saturday but I could see everyone was buzzin after that heat so
asked if they wanted another run for fun. I did not have to ask them twice so away they went for
another 20 minutes. This time the cat showed a clean pair of heals with 42 laps Gav got 29 and
Matt gay and Malc jamieson scored 20 a piece. Jayden sat out the race.

Sunday
As mentioned above it was friggin cold first thing but soon warmed up as the sun rose higher and
the water also flattened out.
3 riggers ran a few races. Ants 1 cube Waka against Malc Jamieson’s CMB 67 Waka and matt
gays JAE21 with a 25 in it.
Boy what fun that was to watch. If the JAE got the jump at the start on the inside it could out turn
the bigger boys and could beat them. If it got behind and outside of the other 2 the big holes left in
the turns made things interesting.

Matts JAE at speed
The JAE boats are going to dominate racing here shortly and I am sure will revive the A class as
the kits are cheap and they are so easy and fun to drive.

Malc chasing Ant

Ants Waka at speed.
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The gods obliged again with a sea breeze after lunch so on with a 20 minute heat for the Picton
Offshore Trophy followed by a 30 minute final.
The water was not quite as rough as yesterday and suited the cat better and combined with a big
fuel tank went 20 minutes without a stop.
Malc was slightly faster but had to make a fuel stop and that cost him the 3 laps that Ant won by
with 54 laps Jayden got 34, 1 more than uncle Gav. (Dads got the bragging rights back albeit
temporarily)
The concentration in the photo tells it all for the 30minute final

Ant on the far end knew he had to make only 1 fuel stop to get to 30 minutes. He knew all the
others would need 1 some even 2 stops The Cat clearly revelled in the conditions and had 40 laps
by the half way mark so came in and fuelled. It was quick and smooth and back out to continue
where he left off. He got 79 laps in 30 minutes. Jayden in the near front got 66 laps followed by
uncle Gav 3rd from right on 63 Matt Gay got 57 and Glen O’Donnell on right 40. Lisa and Bob are
lap counting. Malc had a race to forget and got 20 laps.
Most laps over all for the weekend
Ant Schroder
Jayden Jamieson
Gavin Jamieson
Malc Jamieson

P2 Cat
P3 Deep Vee
P3 “
“
P3 “
“

156 Laps
130 “
129 “
88 “

1st
2nd
3rd

Picton Offshore trophy
Ant Schroder
Jayden Jamieson
Gav Jamieson

P2 Cat
P3 Deep vee
P3 Deep Vee

79 laps
66 laps
63 laps

1st
2nd
3rd

South Island Handicap Four Round Series 2011 Wrap-up
From Nitro Ned
Round 1 at the Diversion Blenheim on the 26th and 27th February.
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Saturday

Six competitors turned up with Nathan Bull from Ashburton and Daniel Steenhart and Phil Fowler
(chookie) from Christchurch. The local club was supported by Dale Matthews Matt Gay and Gavin
Jamieson.
We managed to get all the hot laps done and the computer programme ready to go and wouldn’t you
know it the wind came up really quickly and made the water un-boat able except for big slow deep vees.
A group decision was made to can the day and start early Sunday morning and hope for smooth water.
Sunday
The same 6 turned up bright and early to glass water. A quick drivers briefing ensued to explain how the
system would work and racing got underway. Since there was only 6 racers and not enough helpers to
run 6 boat heats we ran 3 boat heats as it was explained it is not the speed that is important but rather
being consistent with your hot lap time in relation to your handicap. Chookie was the slowest hence he
was on the hooter every time he raced. I also gave every one some help by telling them the target time for
each race. This made for some interesting tactics and showed those who had the nouse to work out the
correct speed required to get to the finish line as close as possible to target.
Nathan had the largest handicap at 56 seconds and can
be quite a daunting task remembering you have to pass
the lead boat twice in 6 laps. A throttle issue resulting in a
high speed encounter with the bank ended his day
prematurely.
In the end a very close result with dale taking out the day
with1338.68 points with Matt on 1319.92 for 2nd and Gavin
Jamieson 1311.68 for 3rd.

Dale’s winning hydro.

Round 2 Ashburton.
Saturday.
7 competitors arrived at Andrews Pond by 11am for tune ups ready for hot laps at 12.00. I was the only
traveller from Blenheim as work commitments kept everyone else at home except Matt Gay who was still
in Bluff with his barge company shifting a large transformer to Tiwai point smelter.
Andrew Colquhoun was the only local with Chookie, Daniel, Trevor (Daniels father), Cameron Holdoway
and Gavin Walker from Christchurch. Gavin unfortunately had some breakages before we got thru the hot
laps so helped with timing for the rest of the day.
We ran 4 boat heats for 4 rounds of racing and Andrew was the only one to finish all 4 heats so won day
1 with me and my new Winstone Eagle lobster boat 2nd and Daniel beat his dad for third.
The rest did not finish a heat. Chookie could not get his engine to go properly and found a leaking head
shim so needed to make a new one to compete on Sunday.
Sunday
Six competitors, Trevor could not get his boat fixed overnight but Gavin did so took Trevs place after
completing a hot lap. Early morning sun put a nasty glare on the weather and made visibility difficult at
times. In the first heat of the day Daniels hydro stopped on the back straight and sat very low in the water
and very hard to see. On the second lap I ran over him damaging both our boats Daniel was out for the
day and I managed to do some patching up for the last 2 heats but only finished one of those!
Racing among the rest was closer than yesterday. Andrew made it 2 from 2 Just on 1164.53 points.
Cameron was a mere 8 points behind in second Gavin 3rd on 842. Chookie 4th and me 5th.
After the racing was finished Gavin put his 1/5 scale of American dream on the water for a spin.
It is a nice pond to race on and plenty of room to do it.
We were all done by lunch time so we could pack up and get home before dark.
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Andrews winning mono.

Hot heat action. Gavin, Nitro and Cameron

Gavin and Ali rescuing American Spirit

Chookies cigarette

Round 3 Back in Blenheim August 27~28
Eight competitors arrived by Lunchtime for hot laps and qualifying. Locals were Gav Jamieson Matt gay
and Nitro Ned. Travellers were Daniel Steenhart and Kara, Andrew Colquhoun, Peter Herron and
Chookie Fowler.
We split into 2 groups of 4. Locals and Kara in group 1 and the rest in group 2.
First race of group 1 in slight chop and only the stop watch separated first and second. Matt 2: 20.16 and
Kara 2: 20.28 nitro 2 sec further back and Gav 2 back from nitro.
First race group 2 Daniel broke his boat before the race started and was out for the day.
Chookie DNF and Andrew and Peter got points.
Second race group 1 and Kara broke her boat so was out for the rest of the day Matt Gav and Nitro
finished in that order. In Group 2 Chookie won from Andrew then Peter.
Chookies cigarette
3rd race. Group 1 and Nitro’s turn for a win then Matt then Gav.
Group 2 and Andrew broke his boat so out as well. Chookie DNF so only Peter got points.
4th Race. Group1 and Nitro’s turn to break. Blown bearing cage in his engine sidelining him for the rest of
the weekend. Gav then Matt in the points.
Group 2 only Chookie left. Peter has water in his radio box.
5th race Group1 and only Gav finishes
Group 2 and chookie the only finisher.
So points for Day 1 are Gav1243.84, Matt 1065.28, Chookie 830.9, Nitro 808.36
Andrew 744.22, Daniel 286 and Kara 279.
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Everyone packed up real quick and off home to do some repairs for the Sunday morning races.
Sunday
Eight Starters again with Mats son Bob joining in
but sharing the same boat so they were set up in
separate groups.
Group 1 was Andrew Matt Chookie and Daniel.
Group 2 Gav Bob Peter and Kara.
First heat Group1. Chookie starts on 0, Andrew
33 secs, Daniel 37 secs and matt last to start on
44 secs.
Good finish with Matt piping Andrew by 1 sec
and Chookie 2 sec behind Andrew and Daniel a
distant 4th
Andrews Miss Ella Louise
First heat group 2 Kara starts on 0, Peter 19secs, bob 26 sec and Gav 35 secs.
Only Bob and Gav finished. Bob first.
Heat 2 of group 1 was a repeat of heat 1 for finish order however in group 2 Peter finished first from Bob
then Gav.
Heat 3 of group 1 had the best finish of the meet with Chookie Matt and Andrew appearing to dead heat,
as to the eye, they were all in line. The watches showed Chookie 2:30.34 Matt 2:30.59 and Andrew
2:30.6
Group 2 and only Bob and Gav finished a repeat of heat 1
Heat 4 group 1 Matt and Andrew appeared to dead heat again but watches showed Matt 2:25.44 and
Andrew 2:25.71. Chookie 3rd and Daniel 4th
In Group 2 Bob beat Gav again by 3 secs rest DNF
Final round. Group1. Matt and Andrew visually dead heated again but this time Andrew got Matt by
4/100ths of a second on the watches Chookie 3rd and Daniel 4th again
Group 2 and Peter scored his first win with Bob second and Gav 3rd.

Gavs P2 Mono

Peters P2 Mono

So to results for Day 2
Matt 2106.66, Bob 2103.6, Andrew 2070.58, Gav 2024.03, Chookie 2018.42
Daniel 1653.01, Peter 1092.47 and Kara 672.6
Round 4 Lake Ellesmere Canterbury November 26~27
Saturday
Only 5 competitors for the final round raced on the Western side of the peninsular as there was a strong
easterly blowing.
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We had Matt down from Picton Andrew up from Ashburton, Daniel up from Doyleston Gavin Walker from
Christchurch and Chookie (Philip Fowler) from Rangiora.

Hot laps done and handicaps worked out we got on with the racing.
Heat 1 and Gavin got home first with Daniel the only other finisher. Matt and Andrew got caught by
sneaky rollers on the back straight and Chookie just stopped
Heat 2 and Matt secured a win from Andrew and Gavin. Chookie and Daniel DNFed
Heat 3 Andrew first then Gavin. The rest DNF
Heat 4 Chookie first then Matt the rest DNF
Heat 5 Matt was the only one to finish.
Points for the day Matt 748.2, Gavin 739.9, Andrew 510.1, Chookie 273.16 and Daniel 260.11.
Sunday
Only 4 of the 5 from Yesterday. Andrew had prior engagement so could not attend. We raced on the
eastern side of the peninsula as there was a strong Norwester blowin. So we re-did hot laps and chookie
on 0 again. Gavin on 10sec, Matt on 16sec and Daniel on 20 secs
First heat had 2 finishers Matt 1: 59.16 and chookie 1:59.6.
Second Heat only Matt and Chookie finished but the previous heat result was reversed with Chookie
taking the win.
Third heat was a repeat of heat 1.
Fourth heat and Daniel and Chookie the only finishers but Daniel the victor.
Fifth heat and this time Daniel and Matt the only finishers and Matt the winner.
Points for the day. Matt 1801.39, Chookie 1769.68, Daniel 1170.28 and Gavin 573.6
2011 SERIES RESULTS.
Name
Matt Gay
Chookie
Andrew C
Daniel S
Gav J
Gavin W
Bob Cook
Nitro
Peter H
Dale M
Cameron H
Kara S
Nathan B
Trevor S

Round 1
1311.68
877.74
710.51
1319.92

Round 2
788.78
2346.28
538.16

Round 3
3171.94
2852.82
2633.63
1970.34
3267.87

842.11
1124.25

Round4
2549.59
2042.94
510.1
1430.39
1312.69

2103.6
808.36
1869.39

1338.33
1156.73
952.32
737.87
229.06

Over All
7033.21
6562.28
5490.01
4649.4
4587.79
2154.8
2103.6
1932.61
1869.39
1338.33
1156.73
952.32
737.87
229.06

Club News
Some have sent in reports on their current activities as printed elsewhere.
Bay of Plenty MPBC
Wellington Model Power Boat Club
Marlborough
Taranaki, Taupo, Wairarapa, Central Club, Hamilton, Manukau, Manawatu, SUHA,
Christchurch
Would be good to hear from you.

Bright Ideas –
None submitted
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2012 NZMPBA CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FEBRUARY; 19TH
25TH / 26TH
APRIL;
6TH > 9TH
28TH / 29TH
MAY;
13TH
19TH /20TH
JUNE;
2ND > 4TH
16TH
JULY;
7TH / 8TH
28TH / 29TH
AUGUST;
12TH
25TH /26TH
SEPTEMBER; 1ST
15th / 16th
29TH
OCTOBER
20TH > 22ND
NOVEMBER 11TH
24TH / 25TH
30TH
DECEMBER 8TH / 9TH

OFFSHORE RND 1
STH ILD H/CAP RND 1
NZMPBA NATIONAL CHAMPS
HYDROFEST RND 1
OFFSHORE RND 2
STH ILD H/CAP RND 2
MARLBOROUGH CHALLENGE
OFFSHORE RND 3
HYDROFEST RND 2
FROSTBITE & PICTON OFFSHORE RND 4
OFFSHORE RND 5
STH ILD H/CAP RND 3
OFFSHORE RND 6
OFFSHORE RND 7
OFFSHORE RND 8
NTH ILD CHAMPS
OFFSHORE RND 9
STH ILD H/CAP RND 4
FINALISE 2013 NZMPBA CALENDAR
HYDROFEST RND 3
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WELLINGTON
BLENHEIM
TAURANGA
HAMILTON
WELLINGTON
ASHBURTON
BLENHEIM
HAMILTON
TAURANGA
BLENHEIM
WELLINGTON
BLENHEIM
TAUPO
CHRISTCHURCH
ROTORUA
MASTERTON
WELLINGTON
CHRISTCHURCH
TAURANGA

36th New Zealand Model Powerboat Association
Championships 2012
Hosted by Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club.
Lake Taurikura, Tauriko, Tauranga.
Easter Weekend from Friday 6th – Monday 9th April 2012.
Name:
Address:

Regatta schedule, entries and frequencies to be confirmed by 23 March 2012.

NZMPBA #:

Regional Club:

Tick this box if this is your

first

Ph Numbers: HM;
Event

National Championships.

MOB;
Frequency

E-Mail:

Alternate
Frequency

Event

A Mono Oval Heat

C Scale Hydro Oval Heat

B Mono Oval Heat

Sport 45 Hydro Oval Heat

C1 Mono Oval Heat

Sport 20 Hydro Oval Heat

C2 Mono Oval Heat

A Marathon Oval 20mins

P1 Mono Oval Heat

B Marathon Oval 20mins

P2 Mono Oval Heat

C1 Marathon Oval 20mins

P3 Mono Oval Heat

C2 Marathon Oval 20mins

A Tunnel Oval Heat

P1 Marathon Oval 20mins

B Tunnel Oval Heat

P2 Marathon Oval 20mins

C2 Tunnel Oval Heat

P3 Marathon Oval 20mins

P1 Tunnel Oval Heat

A Endurance Rev M 20mins

P2 Tunnel Oval Heat

B Endurance Rev M 20mins

P3 Tunnel Oval Heat

C1 Endurance Rev M 20mins

A Hydro Oval Heat

C2 Endurance Rev M 20mins

B Hydro Oval Heat

P1 Endurance Rev M 20mins

C2 Hydro Oval Heat

P2 Endurance Rev M 20mins

P1 Hydro Oval Heat

P3 Endurance Rev M 20mins

P2 Hydro Oval Heat

Open Oval Heat

P3 Hydro Oval Heat

N2 Offshore Oval Heat

Petrol Sport Hydro Oval Heat

N2 Hydro Oval Heat

Thunderboat T1 Oval Heat

Limited E Offshore Oval Heat

Thunderboat T2 Oval Heat

Limited E Hydro Oval Heat

Petrol Outrigger Hydro Oval
Heat
Stock Cracker Box Oval Heat

Open Electric Oval Heat

Frequency

Alternate
Frequency

Scale Hydro Concourse Judging
(Bring photos etc as required)

Terms and Conditions
Mandatory Alternate Frequency does not apply to 2.4GHz radios.
All Oval and Marathon events will be run on the Oval course. Endurance course will be as per rule
book i.e. 5 point anticlockwise.
Endurance and Marathon will consist of 1 x 20 minute heat each unless time allows 2 x 20 minute
heats each.
All events will be run to NZMPBA Rules. Latest version of the rules as on website www.nzmpba.co.nz
All participants must be current financial members of the NZMPBA.
Entries Close Monday 9th March 2012 @ 5pm. (Late entries will incur an additional fee of
$20.00 and may not necessarily be accepted).
Regatta Registration Fee
$ 25.00
Event Fee ($2.00 per event)
$
Nationals Patch ( $18.00 each)
$
Total Payment must accompany entry, Cheques made to NZMPBA
NZ$
Entries must be Posted or E-Mailed (no phone entries will be accepted)
Post: NZMPBA Secretary / Treasurer, G Haines, PO Box 764, Blenheim, New Zealand.
Email: wobblz@xtra.co.nz (also to confirm a direct credit or banked cash deposit has been made).
2012 Nats Entry Fee Direct Credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 - 02 include your NZ race number as
reference.
2012 NZMPBA Subs Direct Credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 - 00 include your NZ race number as
reference.
Signed as acceptance of all terms and conditions _________________________
Any questions please contact:
G Haines – Secretary P: (03) 5783969 M: 027 226 2922 E: Wobblz@xtra.co.nz
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Dinner and Presentation
Sunday 8th starting at 6:30 pm for those events completed.
Hotel Armitage
Cnr Willow and Park St
Tauranga
Ph 07 578 9119
Reservations and payment taken on Friday/Saturday and up to midday Sunday at Nats
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Buffet Menu No. 1
$35.00 per person
Full self service
Soup of the day with fresh bread rolls
Baked ham with apricot and ginger glaze
Roast beef with horseradish sauce
Golden crumbed fish fillets
Marinated mussels
3 x Fresh vegetable dishes
Roast potatoes
Cream potatoes
Chef’s choice of 4 seasonal fresh salads
Pasta
Chilli bean
Lettuce and tomato
Beetroot
Greek (olives and feta)
Waldorf (apple and walnut)
Cucumber and capsicum
Spinach and bacon
Kumara and mandarin
Hot apple-cake with lemon glaze
Pavlova with hazelnut cream
Butterscotch cheesecake
Fresh fruit salad
Selection of teas & fresh brewed coffee

THIS MENU APPLIES TO A MINIMUM OF 30 PEOPLE AND WE REQUIRE
1 PAYMENT ONLY FOR THE FUNCTION, PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT
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Application for New and Continuing Membership
NZMPBA #
Name:
Address:
Postcode:
Phone numbers:
Home:
Work:
Mobile:
E-mail:
DOB / Age:
Occupation:
Preferred Frequency…………………. MHz Alternate Frequency………………………. MHz
Signed………………………………………..Date:………………………………….

Subscription Fee Structure
Senior Membership
Family Membership
Junior Membership
Full Time Student
Senior Citizen

(Financial year starts 1st January each year)

Full Rate $40.00
Full Rate for 1st Senior member, 50% of full rate for each
other family member living at the same address.
50% of full rate for up to 20 years of age.
50% of full rate.
50% of full rate for 65 + years of age.

Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have
an individual registration / race number and have full voting rights.

First time / New memberships.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of
the applicable rate above.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the
full correct applicable rate BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year.
Amount enclosed $
(cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required.
Please circle the membership type you are joining under.
Return form and subs to:
NZMPBA Secretary/Treasurer:
Grahame Haines
PO Box 764 Blenheim
Blenheim
Mob: 027 226 2922
E-Mail: wobblz@xtra.co.nz
Payment may be made by direct credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with
posted form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new member
or if an existing member include NZMPBA race # to identify payee.
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